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In the continuous process of human society,belief is a significant motivation that
used to ensure human`s survival and the society`s advancement. For a very long
time,the religion has been an important part of belief. In western countries,the
change from science and technology and social values that has dramatically
impacted on other social levels,also has ramifications on religious space design.
However,there has been a little change discovered in Chinese religious
architectures since the past time. Due to the impacts from the global economy
and cultural diversity,it is necessary for architects to think over how to promote
religious architectures alone with the current modern society; and how to
emphasis on the positive constrained effects produced by belief on human
behavior and morality,when the speed of individuals` psychological lives cannot
catch up with their material lives.
This paper is divided into four chapters: the first chapter,to illustrate the
background,objects,contents,the purpose and methods of the research; the
second chapter,through the theory of architecture and Phenomenology of
Architecture,to describe the regionalism of Phenomenology of Architecture; in
Chapter 3, by analyzing Buddhist history and Buddhism architectures to introduce
the emergence and development of “Humanistic Buddhism” and the
characteristics of Chinese Buddhism buildings ;the fourth chapter,the Buddhist
architecture innovations,through researching the modern Buddhist architecture,to
analysis of the generality of the modern Buddhist architecture in order to provide
the constructive basis used to restore and expand the Nanputuo temple.
By synthesizing the experience and theory that come from the modern Buddhist
architecture in domestic,to analyze and summarize the tendency for developing
the Buddhist architecture in our country. According to the illustration of













buildings,advocating the values of Buddhism into the society and close to
people's lives and making religionscontributes to the world`s harmony. Since
religions are important in human connections and shoulder significant
responsibilities,it is essential to know the religious architectures` development
opportunity and suitability. Especially in China (mainland),because the layout of
Buddhism buildings,in the long history,has maintained without tremendous
change,thinking about how to step into the world and the frontier impacts derived
from Taiwan`s Buddhist architectures is necessary. This paper will provide the
new theoretical basis and practical references in the field of religious
architectures,where can lead to still respiration to human,under the current
domestic situation.
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